Additional Items to Purchase Individually

Batting Helmet

Marucci TeamSpeed or HighSpeed Helmet – Color Navy

Bat Bag

Mizuno Organizer G4 Batpack – Color Navy

Cleats – Only purchase if you currently need new cleats

New Balance J4040v4 – Color Navy and White
OR

Mizuno 9 Spike Advanced Franchise 9 Baseball Cleats – Color Navy

Baseball Pants

Nike Vapor Baseball Pants or High Pants (Knickers) – Color Wolf Grey

They come in Men’s and Boy’s sizes. Dick’s carries them if you want to get them there or try them on. There are multiple sites on the internet you can order from. Tags below are from Dick’s Sporting Goods.

You may get as many pairs of whatever you want. They can choose to wear either High Pants or Long Pants or a mixture (just like in the majors or college the team does not have to wear same length of pant at same time). I will provide socks and belts.